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I turned the corner and spied a nice car. 

I opened the door, pulled out the driver

and got in. I played music on the radio. 

I drove along the road. It was dark and

the lights were broken. I screamed

around the corner and knocked another 

car into a lamppost. I swapped vehicle

for a parked van. In the van the radio

made me feel odd. I drove through a

park. It was as though it was played on

the wrong instruments. It was empty 

and confusing. It might just have been 

another park. The driver from before 

was running around the dark lake. I 

turned off the radio. I drove around

the dark lake. I was driving around the

lake but then I headed for the power 

station. The horizon in the window

was further than I thought. I drove

for a while. I felt odd with no music.

I parked the van. I found a pair of

headphones on someone else so that

I could listen to music while I looked 

around the power station. I walked

along the pavement to the far corner. 

I walked around the corner. Each of 

the corners led to another one. I turned 

in the other direction. It was the same.

But the original direction was better.

I span in that direction and took the
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corners when they arrived. The sun 

was coming up. There was a nice car 

but I did not get it. I thought that around 

the corner I would see something else. 

There was sunlight coming through. 

The headphones were gone. I threw 

aside a manhole cover and climbed 

down. In the tunnel water dripped 

on water. There was so much light.

I walked through the tunnel. I walked

through the tunnel. I walked and then

it was too bright and then I went on.
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Amir kneels to watch a shoal pass through another shoal. 

Jamila asks her companions the name of the waiter. 

Freya plays ‘Brothers in Arms’ with her band Around the Wall. 

Fish nibble rice in Hari’s dishwater. 

Karl stops his tram for a samba band. 

Neil glances at the wing mirror and then at his phone. 

Caleb hurries through the uneven scrubland.

Oraib convinces the family not to return home.

Basak mops up sauce from her mother’s plate. 

At the orphanage Xavier greets the new children.

Dusan looks in the box to find a good net. 

Once settled on the train Qiu eats a steamed bun.

Rael’s friend is upset and Rael holds his friend’s hand.

Seunghwan sings and rolls over in her sleep.

Gabriel spends some time checking on the odd sound. 

Mingmar looks for caterpillar fungus on the slope. 

Thea chews along with the music.

Valerie sucks a mint with her eyes on the stars.

Pierre hops towards his other sock.

Udu rubs his big toe while he says his prayers.

Ivan opens the plug of his sewing machine.

Yesenia tucks a stranger into her own bed.

Eray starts the car and leaves it running.
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Wasilei laughs because his leg has gone dead.

Lara enters the stage and unbuttons her gown. 

Zhanna giggles while she pretends to frown.
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The doctor didn’t ask why I wanted to leave. When I was young we 
were very little. Leaves should never be that colour. Nobody glistens. 
My sister whistled back. Every photograph I look less like the photo-
graphs. The hospital’s most significant inefficiency was Robert Wal-
ser. They won’t be smiling when I get my heritage. Million billion 
trillion billion million. When I was young I had to be a boy. It tastes 
different. Someone shouted at me. I was murdered. I was ground up 
and passed off as horse. My sister was kept to a minimum. The way 
arrogant owners let their best friends, Robert Walser lay down and 
they could drink the melted snow. I just take out my aids. It’s enough 
of a joke. They’d grow me again if I went the Zurich route. The world 
won’t fit. Soiled fingers all over the fields. You won’t make sense of 
the wiring. The corner fails to beat the first man. (No discipline.) 
I love the hat but I hate them for making me wear it. One word for 
my line manager is shrill. He eats through a straw and takes the 
Robert Walser out of the nurses. When he clipped my Achilles with 
his trolley his baby laughed. I was taught to be polite. It feels like 
the part that’s bacteria. It feels like losing.
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